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Custom Built one of a kind Reverse Trike - $19000 (Salt Lake City)
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$19000 OBO will trade for NICE Fifth Wheel Camper 92 and Newer with at least 1 slide but we would like
2 slides must be in Excellent condition size should be from 27'-38' fiberglass sides is better but I will
consider what you have.
I'm a master Fabricator, I have over 25 years of hands on fabrication experience. The project that I have been
working on for the last year is my last "Wow" build! Back in 2002 I built 2 of these units for myself that
looked very closely to my current build but I did not build or make any more of these, both units where
powered by the Harley Evo Motors. This unit is running a Hayabusa 1300R 180+ Hp motor. My power the
weight ratio is more than OUT STANDING 935lbs with fuel and a 180hp motor you do the math. I was
personally about to do a startup company Called "Omega Engineering & Fabrication inc" I put my RT on
hold and I have tried in the last few months or so to light the fire and drive again but due to my job and its
demands, and just lift getting in the way I just need to sell this RT and let somebody elce do what I almost
did. My RT right now is 98% complete and the following items that still need to be done are listed. There are

only minor things that need to be do like the following items, 1) Hook up the S/S brake line I just received
them 2) Have a Master Pivot bolt for the swing arm made it needs to be 1" machined steel 3) Hook up the
external fuel pump installed and have 4) Add the tac and speedo I don't have 5) Install the chain don't have 6)
Wire the bike it has the full Hayabusa wiring harness and brain box NOTHING has been cut or deleted. 7)
Install the battery I don't have. OK now I have lot of photos for the DMV to prove I built it from NOTHING.
The GRAY plugs or parts you see are "plugs" this is what you need to make a fiberglass mold from. "YEP" I
do everything I designed it, I cut and welded everything. I hand sculpted the body glassed it and made them
ready to go in to "MOLDING" If you have any questions please call me at show contact info I live in Salt Lake
City UT.

WHAT YOUR GETTING
Complete rolling chassis as seen in photos current as of 4-18-2016

Complete "Plug set" to make the fiberglass molds, this is the main body seen with the fenders TEMP set.
1) A different front noise or body part "MOLD"
2) Left and Right Ram Air intake "MOLD"
3) Back Fender "MOLD"
4) Pattern to make the lower frame and one lower frame welded up now
5) Miscellaneous patterns in cardboard for part cut outs
6) Fuel Tank and air cleaner Cover in "MOLD"
* Front Spindle to back Axel 111"
*Outside front wheel 62"
*Cockpit side to 24"
*Room for a 6'2" person
*Full racing seat 4 point restraint system
*Front Tires 225-45-17
*Back Tire 205-40ZR-17
*Power 2003 Suzuki Hayabusa 180+ hp
*Fully welded box steel construction
*3 disc brakes
*Projected finish weight 935Lbs
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2016 Hayabusa
fuel: gas
transmission: manual
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